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In this studio theme of understanding ‘cultivated inland riverine fragile landscape ecosystem’ wrt ‘Asud’ as a representative example of
a small village in ‘Ratnagiri’, Kokan, Maharashtra, India, aims to propose rural landscape conservation and planning policies, design
in context, conserving the vocabulary of design and planning and answer the question of ‘what should be the role of landscape
architect in a context specific design’ on a macro and micro level.
The intent of this study is to analyze such unique, fragile river ecosystems, setting of these cultural landscapes, understand the
‘preserved traditional setting’, involvement of communities in shaping, these land parcels as a part of daily life, cultivated landscapes,
economics and its relation to traditional practices, demands of the future from the land etc, by studying example of ‘Asud’ as one such
village near Dapoli.
Nestling into the ‘Sahyadris’, spread along a seasonal westward flowing river ‘Asav’ and it’s inseparable bond with ‘Keshavraj Temple’,
unfolds a story of ‘Asud’ – a small village plentiful in ecology, culture, traditional wisdom, unique landscape character, diverse
geomorphology and a legacy in itself.

The studio intends to find answers to the following :
1. Responding to the ‘Indianness’ of such settings in terms of design and planning
2. Future sustainability of the landuse of these villages
3. Role of Landscape Architecture at macro level, contemporary layer and new vocabulary, design and planning approach.





.
Traditional settlement is a result of logical understanding of topography by earlier generations and hamlets
evolved on the basis of resource availability and occupation

SPATIAL ORGANISATIOTION (micro level)

Common open space
Outer connecting
open space

Dabake wadi – linear cluster 
form on slope and facing each 
other 

Bandre wadi – linear cluster form on 
very gentle slope  and vegetation at 
periphery

Tambadicha kond – random cluster 
form,
On steep slope so, closely placed 
entrances

Overlooking terraces

Lowest pt

highest 
pt

• Shared open space of cluster
• Developed across the contour, 

forms linear stepped form of 
cluster.

• Bandre wadi – is developed on 
flatter land along the river  Bhat 
–khindi (Asav) newly 
constructed houses, new 
construction materials are 
introduced here.

• Visual association of built and 
natural feature

• Development on higher elevation 
created prospect area

• Divided into two terrains upper 
and lower due to highway



The vernacular cultivated landscapes in Asud Baug,
along the river ‘Asav’ in Konkan, unfold many layers.
It is a continuous process where man and nature
evolve in tandem with each other, supporting,
unifying, and enhancing the experience of living,
resulting in the traditional living wisdom of
settlements which is still operational. The
interdependency of communities and their mutual
understanding defines the integrity and authenticity
of Asud's cultural landscapes. Living wisdom is in a
cultural continuum with the pressures of the modern
concept of ‘development’.

Walking along the ' river Asav', seeing the change in
the flora and fauna diversity, makes one realize how
nature has its take on everything man has done.
Both sides of the bank have different characteristics
in terms of vegetation. One is moist deciduous
whereas the other is dry deciduous. Overall, Asud
and its traditional connections are rooted in nature.
Thus, nature and people share a symbiotic
relationship. The field ecology helped acquaint one
with identifying the flora and fauna species and
their botanical names.

It is crucial to understand the hierarchy (primary,
secondary, and tertiary) of stakeholders, both
human and non-human, in order to identify the user
groups and their needs. This study helped in the
proposal framework and strategies. The intangible
aspects and ecosystem services of vernacular
landscapes are the driving force behind sustainable
living practices. Based on this, one can infer that
synergy exists among communities in such a setting.

By observing and analyzing the significant
landscape characteristics and combining these
stages of work, one can infer the interdependencies
between human interventions, natural processes,
and their positive and negative impacts. In the
entire process, the role of a landscape architect is to
bridge gaps between ecology and economy
through a socio-cultural approach bringing all in
unison.


